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Abstract
Friedrich Schiller’s notion of moral virtue includes self-determination through practical
rationality as well as sensual self-determination through the pursuit of aesthetic value, i.e.,
through beauty. This paper surveys conceptual assumptions behind Schiller’s notions of
moral and aesthetic perfections that allow him to ground both, moral virtue and beauty
on conceptions of freedom. While Schiller’s notions of grace and dignity describe rela-
tions between the aesthetic and the moral aspects of certain determining actions, the
‘aesthetic condition’ conceptualises human beings from the perspective of aesthetic self-
determinability. Schiller thereby provides a normative aesthetic standard that not only
affects the moral nature of our motives and actions, but also of what we, as human beings,
want to and should be conceived of in the first place. As I argue in this paper, considering
this aesthetic self-determinability from a moral perspective results in an aesthetic constitu-
tion of moral virtue, which in turn justifies aesthetic obligations. Schiller thereby merges
the perfections of the two normative domains for an extended anthropological conception
of aesthetically infused notion of moral virtue while assuring the conceptual autonomy of
each normative domain. Giving aesthetic demands a practical normative role by partly
constituting moral virtue and thereby still maintain their aesthetic normative source is a
move that opens up many resources for current research on the interactions between various
normative demands, such as aesthetic reasons for moral or legal judgements and action,
aesthetic obligations or weighing varying sources and elements of normative authority and
hegemony against each other.
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1 Introduction

Moral virtue, according to Friedrich Schiller, is a complex harmonious relationship between
the demands of practical rationality and those of our sensual nature, which includes all kinds
of sense perceptions, sensual pleasures, desires, emotions, feelings, inclinations, etc. along
with their respective normative dimensions. Hence, these aesthetic elements or reasons, if
we can call them such, play a fundamental role in Schiller’s notions of moral virtue and
moral action. As I will explain in this paper,1 Schiller’s notion of the ‘aesthetic condition’ is
a description of the most extensive potential of human self-determination, i.e., of human
perfection—and therefore, as I will argue, of the highest moral virtue. Similarly, once a
human being performs a wilful action and thereby determines the initial freedom to a more
determinate specific moral action within a particular practical context, Schiller aesthetically
qualifies the action as being performed either gracefully or with dignity depending on
whether the action agrees with or disagrees with the agent’s inclinations, respectively.
Aesthetic qualities are thereby not only involved in how moral actions are performed
and how they appear to the agent as well as to external perceivers (epistemic or aesthetic
claim) but also in bringing moral actions about (motivational or psychological claim) and,
most importantly, in constituting moral virtue (constitutive claim). In each of these three
dimensions there needs to be a kind of harmony between rational and sensual elements.

The fact that Schiller insists on such a harmony is well-known and already a substantive
claim in itself. The literature on these issues, however, seldom goes beyond merely stating
Schiller’s call for such harmony; and if they do spell out the details of what that harmony
precisely consists in, only very few do go on to fill in the interpretative room that emerges as
a result. In this paper I will therefore go some way towards elucidating the reasons behind
Schiller’s claims and will thereby often refer to Kant’s views on the topic since Schiller
adopted most of Kant’s theoretical and conceptual framework while differing considerably
with regards to the role of aesthetics in morality.

As I will argue, Schiller’s attempt to include the demands of sensibility in the demands of
practical rationality offers a conception of moral virtue that extends our self-determination
from the realm of practical rationality to the phenomenal realm. He thereby not only gives
us the possibility to aesthetically assess and determine our actions but also to aesthetically
determine the very conception of what we as individuals and as human beingsmore generally

1 My argument here takes up and extends a chapter written in 2013 and published in Plato (2018: 155–202). I
thank all those who gave me feedback on this research as it developed.
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want and should be conceived of. The concept of moral virtue is thereby partly constituted
by aesthetic demands, which has theoretical and also considerable practical implications.
One of these implications is, as I will argue, that it provides a route to justifying aesthetic
obligations. The interrelationships between the normative domains that this opens up
present an extremely rich resource for current debates on aesthetic reasons for action and
aesthetic obligations.2

2 The instrumental and the constitutive roles of aesthetics in

morality

Schiller famously criticises Kant’s moral theory for neglecting the sensuous aspect of our
human nature. He argues that Kant’s claim that an action has moral worth only if it is done
out of duty, i.e., if it rigorously follows the dictates of practical reason independently of any
supporting or conflicting inclination or sentiments, might tempt one to construe morality
as a “somber and monkish asceticism” (Schiller 1793b: 150, cf. Schiller NA XX: 288).3 A
much cited epigram by Schiller that is targeted at Kant’s moral theory in a purposefully
exaggerating manner is the following:

The scruple of conscience

Gladly I serve my friends, but alas I do it with pleasure.
Hence I am plagued with doubt that I am not virtuous.
The verdict

For that there is not other advice: you must try to despise them,
And then do with aversion what your duty commands. (Schiller NA I: 357)4

This characterisation of Kant’s moral theory is as much a caricature as it would be to
characterise Schiller as arguing that we should trust our inclinations independently of
whether or not they agree with the demands of practical rationality. Although Kant and

2 For recent approaches on aesthetic reasons for action and/or aesthetic obligations, see, e.g., Dorsch 2017,
Eaton 2001, Kubala 2018, Lopes 2018, McGonigal 2018.

3 References to Schiller are to English translations followed by the standard German collection of Schiller’s
works: Schillers Werke: Nationalausgabe (NA) with volume number followed by page number.

4 Cited and translated by Beiser (2005: 170).
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Schiller eventually proclaimed to be in agreement with each other on the basic principles,5

there remain considerable differences, even after Kant started to take sentiments into
account in his late writings (Kant 1793: VI, 23–4n). These mainly concern the question
whether sentiments or inclinations are merely instrumentally necessary for moral virtue or
whether they are also a non-instrumental constitutive part of moral virtue.

For Kant it is clear that moral freedom and thus rational autonomy is best se-
cured by avoiding any conceptual association with sentiments or inclinations (e.g.,
Kant 1785: VI, 394–7).6 The Schillerian requirement to put inclination and rational de-
mands into harmony (Schiller 1993b: 150, cf. Schiller NA XX: 284)7 is, for Kant, a mere
psychological means to secure the stability of rational demands. Inclinations that are merely
suppressed by the force of rationality would threaten moral reliability, whereas a harmony
between inclinations and rational demands results in stable moral virtue.

To see why Schiller makes a constitutive claim rather than a merely instrumental one,
it is necessary to look into his concepts of ‘sense-drive’ and ‘form-drive’. As I will outline
in more detail below, the sense-drive denotes our material or sensuous nature (sensations,
sentiments, feelings, desires, pleasures, etc.), whereas the form-drive denotes our spiritual
or rational nature (thought, conceptualisations, rational necessities, etc.). The existence of
these elements of human nature seems to be evident for Kant, since the imperative nature
of moral demands only makes sense when we assume that humans have an element (such as
immoral inclinations) that works against following the demands of practical rationality.
Kant’s doctrine of radical evil, that presents humanity as having the tendency to evade
moral demands whenever they conflict with personal desires, not only acknowledges that
part of our nature is sensibility, i.e., sentiments and inclinations, but also gives a practical
justification for the very existence of moral demands.

There is thus no controversy about the fact that sentiments and inclinations are consti-
tutive of human nature. The question is rather why Schiller constructs his notion of human
moral virtue in such a way that gives sentiments and inclinations that much of a status that

5 See Kant (1793: VI, 23n) and Schiller’s letter to Kant, 13th June 1794 (Schiller NA XXVII: 12–13); also see
Beiser (2005: 183).

6 On this issue also see Baxley (2010: 1084–95).

7 For a discussion regarding the requirement to achieve a harmony between rational demands and inclination
in order to secure moral reliability see Guyer (2006: 187–204) and Baxley (2008: 1–15). Also see Schiller
(1793b: 170, cf. Schiller NA XX: 308).
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a person who has complete rational control over their sentiments and inclinations such
that all of these conform to the demands of practical rationality would not count as fully
morally virtuous. For Kant’s notion of moral virtue, conformity to the demands of practical
rationality exhausts the moral significance of sentiments and inclinations. Following Kant’s
and Schiller’s own analogies, Anne Baxley (2003: 493–514) likens this difference between
Kant’s and Schiller’s notions of moral virtue to an autocratic and a democratic state, respec-
tively. That is, in Kant’s notion of moral virtue reason must govern over sensibility, whereas
in Schiller’s notion of moral virtue—as I will explain in the course of this paper—neither
of the two elements must dominate over the other. Given that Kant, or the late Kant at
any rate, insists on a harmony between sentiments and rationality, the problem is not that
sentiments are unduly suppressed. The problem is rather that sentiments are straightened
and shaped in such a way that they merely conform to the demands of rationality and
thereby become mere auxiliary elements, albeit instrumentally necessary ones, that support
the autocratic reign of rationality.

While the literature on the relationship between Kant’s and Schiller’s moral theories
agrees on that point, the reasons cited for the stated difference between Kant’s and Schiller’s
notions of moral virtue seldom go beyond re-emphasising Schiller’s insistence on harmonis-
ing the sensuous and the rational aspects of human nature in a way that does not subordinate
one aspect to the other.8 Spelling out the deeper reasons and implications for normative
assessment for why there needs to be equality within the harmony between the two and
what exactly it consists in, usually comes too short—which is why I wish to step into that
space here. Besides venturing into controversial exegetical territory, this will also give us
new resources for current debates on aesthetic reasons and aesthetic obligations.

8 The textual evidence that is usually referred to includes the following: “In that it made him a rational,
sensitive being, that is, a human, nature gave the human being notice of his obligation not to separate what
it had bound together and, even in the purest expressions of his divine part, not to neglect the sensuous, and
not to base triumph of the one on the subjugation of the other” (Schiller 1993b: 149–50, cf. Schiller NA XX:
283–4), cited by, e.g., Guyer (2006: 194–5).
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3 Human existence and perfection as both, rational and

sensual

The reason why Schiller’s moral theory does not allow reason to unilaterally shape our
sentiments so as to make them conform with, i.e., subordinate to the demands of rationality,
is grounded in Schiller’s conceptions of human existence and of human perfection as fully
self-determined, which—contrary to Kant’s theory—includes the self-determination of
sensibility. Schiller conceives of sensibility as that part of human nature that gives human
beings their phenomenal existence (i.e., their ‘individualities’, as he also calls it) within
the natural or material world. In contrast to this, he conceives of rationality as that part
of human nature that gives human beings their form or persistence throughout material
change (i.e., their ‘personality’, as Schiller calls the human form) (Schiller 1794: 75, cf.
Schiller NA XX: 342–4, Letter 11: 6). To understand what that means, I will analyse further
details about the nature and function of Schiller’s notions of ‘sense-drive’ and ‘form-drive’
as well as of ‘grace’, ‘dignity’, and ‘aesthetic condition’.

The reference to drives that characterise human nature is a prominent feature in Fichte’s
1794 Science of Knowledge, to which Schiller refers when introducing the sense and form
drives (Fichte 1794/95).9 Fichte’s argument that drew Schiller’s attention claims that the
two drives must interrelate in such a way that they both subordinate each other and thus co-
ordinate each other so as to create a mutual harmony (Schiller 1794: 85, cf. Schiller NA XX:
347, Letter 13: 2 fn1). While Fichte’s own elaborations on these drives are secondary to the
present purposes, the thought that Schiller has adopted from Fichte is that the human being
only exists through actions, i.e., through its effects within the empirical and phenomenal
world. This contrasts with Kant’s view that the self can exist as pure rational being and that
only actions, rather than the whole being, are self-created.10 Schiller expresses his thought
as follows:

His [the human being’s] Personality, considered for itself alone, and independently of all
sense-material, is merely the predisposition to a possible expression of his infinite Nature;
and as long as he has neither perceptions nor sensations, he is nothing but form and empty

9 For the influence of Karl Leonhard Reinhold on Schiller’s conceptions of the sense-drive and form-drive,
see Roehr 2003.

10 See Beiser (2005: 228) and Murray (1994: 199).
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potential. His Sensuous Nature, considered for itself alone, and apart from any spontaneous
activity of the mind, can do no more than reduce him, who without it is nothing but form,
into matter, but can in no wise bring it about that he becomes conjoined with matter. As
long as he merely feels, merely desires and acts upon mere desire, he is as yet nothing but
world, if by this term we understand nothing but the formless content of time. True it
is his Sensuous Nature alone which can turn this potential into actual power; but it is
only his Personality which makes all his actual activity into something which is inalienably
his own. In order, therefore, not to be mere world, he must impart form to matter; in
order not to be mere form, he must give reality to the predisposition he carries within him.
(Schiller 1794: 77, cf. Schiller NA XX: 343, Letter 11: 8)

Or, as he puts it a few pages later:

from the moment man is only form, he ceases to have a form; the annulling of his Con-
dition [i.e., of sensibility, change, or determinate existence], consequently involves that
of his Person too. In a single word, only inasmuch as he is autonomous [i.e., rational], is
there reality outside him and he is receptive to it; and only inasmuch as he is receptive
[i.e., sensuous], is there reality within him and he is a thinking force. (Schiller 1794: 91,
cf. Schiller NA XX: 350–1, Letter 13: 5)

In other words, for a human being to exist, the phenomenal empirical world (i.e., our
sensibility) and the noumenal rational world (i.e., our rationality) need to be combined in a
particular way. The details of Schiller’s sense and form drives reveal how Schiller conceives
of that combination for the reality of a person.11 The two drives are functions of the just
mentioned aspects of human nature: our rationality (or personality) and our sensuous
nature (or ‘condition’ as Schiller also calls it). Both aspects aim at full realisation. The
sense-drive realises our sensuous nature by furnishing constantly changing and thus, at
any given moment in time, extremely specific, limited, and fleeting phenomenal content
so as to make us physically existent within the material flux of the empirical world, or,
as Schiller expresses it to “turn him [the human being] into matter” (Schiller 1794: 79,
cf. Schiller NA XX: 344, Letter 12: 1). This, as the above quote tells us, is, however, ‘nothing
but world’ or mere ‘formless matter’. It is the function of the form-drive to give that formless
matter some unity, or some constancy or, as Schiller puts it, to “bring harmony into the

11 See, e.g., Schiller (1794: 79–93, cf. Schiller NA XX: 344–52, Letters 12 and 13; also see Murray (1994: 107–18).
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diversity of his manifestations, and to affirm his Person among all his changes of Condition”
(Schiller 1794: 81, cf. Schiller NA XX: 345–6, Letter 12: 4). What is important to notice
about the relation of these two drives is that their realisations are mutually interdependent.
Schiller says in this respect:

If the first drive [the sense-drive] only furnishes cases, this second one [the form-drive] gives
laws—laws for every judgement, where it is a question of knowledge, laws for every will,
where it is a question of action. (Schiller 1794: 81, cf. Schiller NA XX: 346, Letter 12: 5)

That is, the phenomenal is determined by the noumenal and the noumenal is manifested by
the phenomenal. Only due to the existence and force of the sense-drive does the form-drive
have some content to form or give unity to; and, similarly, only due to the existence and
force of the form-drive does the sense-drive realise any specific determination amongst its
constantly changing determinability—or material flux. Each of the two drives is thereby
induced in its power and simultaneously limited in its field of application by the other
drive.12 From this we can see why Schiller thinks that sensibility is constitutive of the
human being; but it does not yet tell us why sensibility is constitutive of moral virtue.

Moral virtue, according to Schiller, is self-determination. Yet, we need to specify
which kind of self-determination Schiller means in order to determine the scope of his
thoughts. Assuming freedom from external determinations and thus a basic autonomy of
the agent, self-determination is determined through various relations between the human
‘drives’. As already alluded to, Schiller mentions three ways in which the sense-drive and the
form-drive can relate to each other: the form drive can dominate over the sense-drive, the
sense-drive can dominate over the form-drive, or they can be in harmony with each other
(Schiller 1793b: 197, cf. Schiller NAXX: 280).13 Since the first and the second options would
ultimately result in ‘empty potential’ or ‘nothing but world’ respectively, Schiller favours
the third option. The crucial question, however, is what this harmony precisely is and how
it is achieved. Since suppressing the sense-drive so that it conforms to the form drive does
not really lead to harmony, one might think that conditioning the sense-drive to conform
to the form-drive, i.e., to the demands of rationality, would be a possibility of bringing
the two drives together. As mentioned above, this has been Fichte’s preferred option that

12 On this also see Schiller (1794: 95, cf. Schiller NA XX: 352-353, Letter 14: 1). This relationship between the
drives is also often explained as the two drives cancelling each other; see, e.g., Roehr (2003: 119–34).

13 Also see Schiller (1794: 171, cf. Schiller NA XX: 380, Letter 24).
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even includes a particular reciprocity between the two drives that gives sensibility a role in
bringing about the existence of the human being. Moreover, the late Kant allows for such
unequal harmony too, since he agrees to taking into account inclinations that support the
demands of practical rationality.

The reason why Schiller resists Fichte’s and Kant’s unequal harmony between sensibility
and rationality is, so I would propose, the very reason why Schiller thinks sensibility is
constitutive of rather than merely instrumental to moral virtue. It has to do with how
an equal harmony between the two drives increases the scope of what self-determination
means, i.e., the freedom of the human being that culminates in Schiller’s notion of the
‘aesthetic condition’ and that allows the so-called ‘play-drive’ to thrive, to which I will
return in due course and that relates to the self-determination of what a person is (or, rather,
should be seen as) before action actually takes place. Such a wider notion of self-determination
that includes an aesthetic determinability before action takes place is not possible when
(as Fichte and Kant would each have it in their own ways) reason alone is to condition,
i.e., shape or train our sensibility so as to make it conform to and thus harmonise with
rational demands. By making reason the standard to which our sensibility has to be shaped
or trained, i.e., by giving it a kind of autocratic power, Schiller thinks that something
similar will happen as when we completely ignore the sense-drive, i.e., suppress it, which
he expresses as follows:

Where, then, the formal drive holds sway, and the pure object acts within us, we experience
the greatest enlargement of being: all limitations disappear, and from the mere unit of
quantity to which the poverty of his senses reduced him, man has raised himself to a unity of

ideas embracing the whole realm of phenomena. During this operation we are no longer in
time; time, with its whole never-ending succession, is in us. We are no longer individuals;
we are species. The judgement of all minds is expressed through our own, the choice of all
hearts is represented by our action. (Schiller 1794: 83, cf. Schiller NA XX: 347, Letter 12: 6)14

That is, once one acts according to pure rationality, any individuality is lost, making the
human being a mere representative of its species rather than an individual. It is difficult
to say whether Schiller thinks that such a condition would turn out to be as disastrous
to the existence of the human being as a complete lack of sensibility would, i.e., whether
being ‘species’ is as much ‘empty potential’ as being a mere person without sensibility. Since

14 On this issue also see Murray (1994: 113) and Schiller (1794: 141, cf. Schiller NA XX: 374, Letter 20: 3).
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it is open to question whether Schiller hopes that in ideal circumstances the sensations
of all individuals should converge, it might possibly be the case that being ‘species’ is, in
the end, what we should aspire to, were we only to achieve this state in the right intra-
and interpersonally discursive way that does not skip or subordinates what deserves to be
attended to.

However this may be, the important point here is to note that Schiller is reluctant
to make the form-drive the exclusive standard according to which our sensuous nature
is to be straightened and shaped in order to achieve the desired harmony between the
two elements. The equality of the two drives is central. The precise reason why they are
to be equal might be more apparent when emphasising that the two drives do not com-
pete with each other for hegemony in determining the nature of the human being (as
Kant’s imperative to put reason first and even Fichte’s version of that mutually coordinat-
ing interplay would suggest). Rather, they represent two equally necessary components
of the human being that should both be considered and allowed to thrive when char-
acterising moral virtue. Each drive has its realm—the sensible, or phenomenal and the
rational or noumenal, respectively. It is only when each of these two realms is fully re-
alised, developed, or allowed to thrive and, yet, simultaneously matched with the other,
that the human being achieves perfection or full self-determination, i.e., moral virtue
(Schiller 1794: 85–87, cf. Schiller NA XX: 347, Letter 13: 2, fn1).

Because each nature wants to fully realise itself, their respective drives seem
to stand in conflict with each other, whereas actually they need not, do not,
and, indeed, should not. It is only by “confusing their spheres of operation”
(Schiller 1794: 85, cf. Schiller NA XX: 347, Letter 13: 2) that such conflict appears to be
present. It is the task of culture, Schiller says, to make sure that each of the two drives is
sufficiently acknowledged and trained in such a way that neither of them exclusively or
unduly subordinates the other. Otherwise, human beings will not be able to fully realise
themselves (Schiller 1794: 85, cf. Schiller NA XX: 347, Letter 13: 2, fn1).

The cultural training required here is not a straightening of our sense-drive (as we find
in the later Kant and in Fichte) but rather a training of acknowledging the contribution
of each of the two drives and avoiding the subordination of one under the other—it is a
reflective training, as it were, that ensures conceiving of ourselves in the right way before we
turn to determining ourselves through further thought and/or action. Since Schiller’s aim
is to argue for the significance of sensibility within human moral virtue, much argument is
devoted towards justifying why we must neither suppress sensibility nor achieve an unequal
harmony between the two drives. Schiller emphasises the need not to let our rationality or
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the moral laws, i.e., the form-drive ‘tyrannise’ our sensuous nature by drawing attention to
the importance of being receptive to our sensuous nature.15 Far from being a ‘hindrance’ to
moral virtue, as the early Kant proclaimed (Kant 1785: IV, 413), our sensuous nature gives
reality to it. As the above explanations have hopefully made clear, were the human being
not receptive to his sensuous nature, he “would have drawn from under his feet the ladder
of nature” (Schiller 1794: 87, cf. Schiller NA XX: 377, Letter 13: 3)—i.e., he would have taken
away his phenomenal reality, and thus his very existence as determinate being.16

It is here where the constitutive role of sensibility and inclinations of human nature
links-up with the constitutive role in human moral virtue. Since self-determination (i.e.,
freedom) is what gives human beings their moral virtue, neither of the two drives must be
constrained. Each of the two drives that are constitutive of our human nature must be able
to fully realise themselves in order to achieve complete self-determination.

Once the two drives are in that reciprocally stimulating and simultaneously limiting
relationship Schiller suggests that they allow us to experience the true idea of our human
nature. This is because we have become conscious of both our rational and sensuous
existence, i.e., of our two-fold and thus complete self-determination or freedom—i.e., of
human perfection (Schiller 1794: 95, cf. Schiller NA XX 353, Letter 14: 2). Schiller further
explains that the experience of any object that elicits such harmonious relationship between
the two drives gives rise to a third drive, the play-drive. The force and function of this
play-drive is to ensure that the harmony between the two drives is maintained, i.e., that
the sense-drive and the form-drive are constantly reconciled and thus that our full freedom
is preserved (Schiller 1794: 97, cf. Schiller NA XX: 353–4, Letter 14: 3).17 In Schiller’s own
words:

The play-drive, in consequence, as the one in which both others act in concert, will exert
upon the psyche at once a moral and a physical constraint [due to the reciprocal limitation of
the two drives, i.e., due to their harmony];18 it will therefore, since it annuls all contingency,
annul all constraint too [since the two drives stimulate each other], and set man free both

15 For the ‘tyranny’ of the moral over sensibility see Schiller (1794: 211, cf. Schiller NA XX: 408, Letter 27: 5).

16 See Schiller (1794: 145–7, cf. Schiller NA XX: 377, Letter 21: 4) for an explanation of why, when dealing with
human beings, one cannot simply form the matter (as with art) without respecting the nature of matter, i.e.,
sensibility or natural drives.

17 Also see Murray (1994: 135).

18 See Schiller (1794: 97–9), cf. Schiller (NA XX: 354, Letter 14: 6; also see Murray (1994: 139).
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physically and morally. (Schiller 1794: 97, cf. Schiller NA XX 354, Letter 14: 5)19

Physical and moral freedom combined gives human beings full self-determination—the
mutual constraint of the two drives is made void by each drive allowing the other full
development as long as the play-drive prevents any determining action that contingent
circumstances would require. Through the interplay between the two drives, the physical is
then not ‘mere world’, or external determination, but rather formed or unified through the
form-drive, i.e., through our rationality. Similarly, moral freedom (i.e., rational autonomy) is
then not ‘empty form’, or laws devoid of content, but rather realised within the phenomenal
world.20 Full self-determination, therefore, is constituted by reason as much as by sensibility.
Only people who achieve such freedom are morally virtuous since only such people are fully
self-determined.21

What is important to mention about the state of freedom that a human being achieves
through the play-drive is that the self has not only realised himself through reflective self-
determination but he can continue to determine himself—i.e., he can remain reflectively
self-determined or determine himself to a self-determined action. Thus, he can freely choose
whether to act according to the demands of practical rationality (i.e., conforming to the
moral demands) irrespective of his inclinations, or he can choose to act according to his
inclinations, irrespective of the demands of rationality. As I will further explain below when
characterising Schiller’s way of describing aesthetic appearances of various forms of practical
self-determination, the former case opens up the possibility of acting with dignity (i.e.,
contrary to one’s inclinations) and acting gracefully (i.e., in accord with one’s inclinations),
whereas the latter opens up the possibility of purely sense-driven immoral action. This yet
undetermined (but still already aesthetically determinable) state of mind is what Schiller
calls the ‘aesthetic condition’ (Schiller 1794: 141ff, cf. Schiller NA XX: 375ff, Letter 20: 4ff).

The crucial element about the kind of holistic freedom that a potential agent has in the
aesthetic condition is, so I would interpret Schiller, that it represents the highest virtue of

19 Also see Murray (1994: 141) for the claim that ‘psyche’ denotes the self-conscious human being, which
contrasts to the merely rational ‘person’.

20 On this see, e.g., Schiller (1794: 129–37, cf. Schiller NA XX: 368-373, Letter 19) and also see
Murray (1994: 193ff).

21 See Schiller (1794: 137, cf. Schiller NA XX: 373, Letter 19: 12), where Schiller further explains in a footnote
that this kind of freedom of the whole human being is to be distinguished from the purely rational freedom
that the personality as pure form would represent.
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a human being as it combines sensibility and rationality before agential determination, i.e.,
before the agent turns to action or even before considering oneself as a particular agent
with specifiable practical concerns at all. This freedom is thus to be distinguished from the
mere moral freedom or autonomy that is present in the form-drive or, indeed, in Kant’s
notion of moral virtue. Sensibility is partly constitutive of that kind of holistic freedom,
whereas it is merely instrumentally necessary for the realisation of rational freedom or moral
autonomy (which, incidentally, is the only one that Kant allows for in his moral theory).22

As appealing as such an aesthetic condition might seem, it should not be ignored that it
is a mere ideal that, as Schiller admits, we can never achieve but must always strive towards.
In comparison, Kant’s vision of the harmony between inclinations and rational demands is
what he calls a ‘holy will’, which also is a mere ideal that human beings will never achieve.23

Considering the holy will as Kant’s moral ideal does, however, not mean that sensibility is
in any way constitutively involved in the notion of what moral virtue is. Nevertheless, the
Kantian ‘ideal of beauty’ (Kant 1790: § 17), which he also calls the ‘human figure’, may be
considered to be the aesthetic symbol of that holy will, if we employ that concept to denote
Kant’s most developed moral agent. Going into the details of the Kantian ‘ideal of beauty’
would go far beyond the scope of this paper.24 I merely mention it so as to highlight that
while Schiller assigns a constitutive role to sensibility for his notion of moral action, he
also uses an aesthetic description—the ‘aesthetic condition’—for describing the reflective
state of mind of a morally virtuous person before action takes place.

Thus, while Kant uses a moral description to specify the state of mind of the highest
moral virtue (namely, the holy will—i.e., a will rather than a reflective state of mind),
Schiller uses an aesthetic description to specify the reflective state of mind of the highest
moral virtue (namely, the aesthetic condition that is prior to a determined and determining
will). In this manner, and this is what makes his account so interesting, Schiller makes
double use of sensibility in his account of moral virtue. The first is, as just presented, the
conceptually constitutive or metaphysical role of aesthetically characterising the highest
form of human self-determinability before action takes place as ‘aesthetic condition’, whereas
the second use is his description of the moral agent as appearing free and thereby beautiful

22 For some recent interpretations of Schiller’s various forms of freedom that I will discuss in more detail
elsewhere, see Matherne & Riggle 2020, 2021 and Schmalzried 2017.

23 For definition of holy will in Kant see Kant (1785: IV, 439).

24 For an exegetical proposal see Plato (2017, 2018: 125–54).
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(or, to use his more differentiated terms, as graceful or dignified, respectively) when actually
performing an action and thus determining themselves as moral agents. In sections 5 and 6
below I will return to explaining why the reflective state of mind can count as moral virtue
rather than restricting the moral domain to the determining will. We will then see why the
reflective mind also has a moral dimension even before action takes place through the will,
which will explain why Schiller is, in that regard, different from Kant and Fichte in ways
that can be fruitful for recent debates.

Before I can do that, however, I need to further characterise aesthetic dimensions of
performed action—i.e., grace and dignity—in section 4 below and show how these relate to
the larger scope of aesthetic determinability that, as I argue in this paper, can be evaluated
not only from an aesthetic point of view (as aesthetic condition) but also from a moral
point of view (as moral virtue). This would secure the exegetically proposed claim that
Schiller’s notion of moral virtue, in addition to his conception of actually performed moral
actions, constitutively includes aesthetic demands. Schiller’s notion of moral virtue would,
according to that proposed interpretation, not be a mere moral demand but would rather
merge moral and aesthetic demands, so that moral virtue includes more than the demands
prescribed by mere practical rationality. It thus embraces not only the normative demands
of aesthetic appearance that the actualised practical performance necessarily carries with it
by giving action its aesthetically evaluable empirical reality; but it also includes the very
normative ideal of an aesthetically conceived notion of moral virtue (i.e., the aesthetic
condition) before any determining action takes place.

In other words, I aim to show how Schiller makes sure to draw attention to the fact that
moral action not only always has a necessary phenomenal aspect to it that needs to be taken
into account but that this fact also implies that if we want to maintain self-determination
as a moral normative standard, our moral conception of self-determination also needs to be
extended to the phenomenal realm, making us self-determined on both counts. This would
demonstrate that we, as self-determined human beings, merge the two domains and thus
(if fully virtuous, i.e., self-determined) transcend the noumenal/phenomenal dichotomy
in virtue of our fully self-determined existence. That is, due to the self-determinability
that the aesthetic condition consists of, we are not only giving us our own laws of practical
rationality but also manage to give us our own laws of sensual appearance—the two drives
thereby do not compete for hegemony but are mutually supportive of each other to achieve
a holistic self-determination. Let me go through this step by step and draw attention to
key thoughts in Schiller’s aesthetic theory first.
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4 Beauty as (moral) freedom in appearance: grace and dignity

While positing the aesthetic, i.e., sensible appearances (i.e., the phenomenal realm) of kinds
of moral freedom (i.e., the noumenal realm) as grace and dignity is already a remarkable
claim, the even more remarkable claim Schiller makes is that sensible appearance of freedom
is thereby the empirical validation of the idea of freedom. In contrast to Kant and along
with the above-mentioned view that humans only come into existence through action,
acting freely actualises this moral desideratum and gives empirical reality to it. The idea
of freedom not only regulates our perception of human action and makes it appear as free
(i.e., we perceive human action ‘as if’ it were free) but also thereby empirically validates our
idea of freedom by experiencing a pleasurable interplay between our cognitive faculties
(i.e., as mentioned above, sets off the play-drive and results in experiences of beauty).
Kant’s account would not require the empirical validation; or rather he would be satisfied
with having the moral idea of freedom simply regulate our perception and thereby hope
(and aesthetically experience) that what we perceive agrees with or harmonises with what
morality requires.25 It is important to note that while Schiller’s reliance on the independent
thriving of the sense-drive asks of empirical reality to validate that regulative principle
(which Kant does seek), he is not caught up in circular argumentation since freedom is
merely projected onto the object of perception rather than inferred from it as a result of
having regulated our perception so as to perceive it accordingly.

Schiller does not reject Kant’s view that the pleasure involved in judgements of beauty
rests on the free play of the faculties of imagination and understanding; he merely sup-
plements this aspect with some additional objective basis for beauty so as to show that
the subjective judgement of beauty can be validated empirically and therefore has an ob-
jective basis—which, in the case of human action only, would be (self)validated by the
self-determined human being.26 We would thus have additional, empirically verifiable
criteria for distinguishing good and bad aesthetic judgements, which is, in my view, the
point of taking the sense-drive more seriously than Kant does. Most commentators on
Schiller’s aesthetics, however, and even Schiller himself, admit that the success of this aim is

25 On this see Plato 2017, 2018.

26 See, e.g., Beiser (2005: 63) and Schiller (1793a: 147–52, cf. Schiller, NA XXVI: 9, Kallias letter 8th Feb 1793).
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rather limited.27 At best and possibly even deliberately so, Schiller only hints at how we can
objectify our subjective aesthetic judgement in a certain way (in addition to universalising it
by assuming shared faculties), rather than at how we can infer an aesthetic judgement from
objective features of a given object, let alone from the morally virtuous self-determined
action itself. As a result and clearly following on from Kant’s thesis that beauty is a symbol
of the morally good (Kant 1790: § 59), Schiller defines beauty as “freedom in appearance”
(Schiller 1793b: 131, cf. Schiller NA XX: 261),28 whereby something appears free when it
seems to act according to its own laws (autonomy) that have not only been self-given but
also self-created (heautonomy).29

Yet, similar to Kant’s view on the matter, Schiller does not thereby mean that freedom
becomes literally sensible, i.e., belongs to the phenomenal world from where we could
perceive it. Since Schiller accepts the Kantian doctrine that the phenomenal world is
governed purely by causality, freedom has to remain conceptually strictly non-sensible and
thus conceptually only belongs to the noumenal world.30 What Schiller rather suggests by
saying that beauty is freedom in appearance is that we read freedom into objects so that
they appear as if they were free, i.e., sensible objects do not manifest freedom but rather
seem to be free.31 In Schiller’s own words:

Freedom is merely lent to the object by reason, since freedom as such can never be given
to the senses and nothing can be free other than what is supra-sensible—in short, it is all
that matters here that the object appears as free, not that it really is so; thus this analogy of
the object with the form of practical reason is not freedom indeed but merely freedom in
appearance, autonomy in appearance. (Schiller 1793a: 147–152, cf. Schiller NA XXVI: 9ff,
Kallias letter 8th Feb 1793)32

27 See Schiller (1793a: 160–74, cf. Schiller, NA XXVI: 199, Kallias letter 23rd Feb 1793, and 24th Oct 1794).
Also see, e.g., Henrich (1957: 537, 1982: 237–57).

28 Also see Schiller (1794: 209, cf. Schiller NA XX: 405).

29 See Schiller (1793a:147-152, cf. Schiller NA XXVI: 9, Kallias letter 8th Feb 1793) and Schiller (1793a: 160–74,
cf. Schiller NA XXVI: 199 Kallias letter 23rd Feb 1793) for the Schillerian symbol-thesis.

30 See, e.g., Beiser (2005: 170n5) and Schiller (NA XXVI: 193 or Schiller 1793b: 158, cf. Schiller NA XX: 294).
And for places in the Kallias and Aesthetic Letters where Schiller defends this idea see Schiller (NA XXVI:
180, 200, 208-209; NA XX: 371,9–20; 372,19–26 (Letter 19), 357, 18–21 (Letter 15); and NA XXVII: 70–1).

31 See Beiser (2005: 64) for a discussion about whether freedom is manifested or merely seems to be manifested.

32 I discuss how this contrasts to Hume’s aesthetic theory in a forthcoming paper.
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The appearance of freedom is due to the object of perception appearing as ‘not determined
from the outside’; and thus we employ the laws of practical rationality and assign ‘deter-
mination from the inside’ to what appears ‘not determined from the outside’. In more
Kantian terms: our cognitive faculties are regulated by our rational idea of freedom; and
we thereby experience freedom wherever something appears not to be determined from
external forces—hence Schiller’s aesthetic descriptions of the appearance of kinds of moral
freedom as grace and dignity.33

It is worth noting, however, that from the point of view of pure practical rationality,
grace and dignity are not that different. Both contain the Kantian premises that the
moral worth of action is constitutively and motivationally based on practical reason alone.
Moreover, both concepts thus contain Schiller’s agreement with Kant that the principles
of moral action do not derive from and can thus not be justified by sentiments. Despite
Schiller’s arguments to take sentiments seriously, he frames his demand to take account
of sensibility very carefully so as not to be mistaken for a sentimentalist.34 As Frederick
Beiser (2005: 147) notes in his discussion of the differences and similarities between Kant’s
and Schiller’s moral theories, Schiller explicitly emphasises that we should not rely on taste,
i.e., on our sensibility (sentiments and inclinations) in order to justify moral principles.35

Schiller’s concept of grace is, consequently, framed very carefully. Only those who, by
training and habit, have achieved a harmony between their sensibility and their rationality,
i.e., people with a ‘beautiful soul’ or ‘children of the house’, as he calls those who act gracefully,
may be guided by their sentiments.36 While this seems to concede a lot to sentiments, it
does, however, not mean that sentiments provide the justificatory or motivational basis
for moral principles. Performing an action with inclination does, strictly speaking, not
reveal an actions motivational basis but rather, as Beiser (2005: 177–8) notes, the style of an

33 Regarding Schiller’s use of the Kantian regulative and constitutive principles, see
Wilcox (1994: 32ff, 38, chapter II). Also see Beiser (2005, 2008: 63–4), Houlgate 2008 and
Schiller (1793a: 147–52, cf. Schiller NA XXVI: 9ff, Kallias letter 8th Feb 1793), Schiller (1793a: 155,
cf. Schiller NA XXVI: 190, Kallias letter 18th Feb 1793) and Schiller (1793a: 161–2,
cf. Schiller NA XXVI: 199 Kallias letter 23rdFeb 1793).

34 See Schiller (NA XX: 282–3, 310 and 348n, and NA XXVI: 322; and also NA XXI: 29ff). Also see Beiser
(2005: 171–4) for a detailed discussion of the agreements and disagreements between Kant and Schiller.

35 Also see Schiller’s Über die nothwendigen Grenzen beim Gebrauch schöner Formen 1795 (NA XXI: 3–27). Also
see Schiller’s Über den moralischen Nutzen ästhetischer Sitten 1796 (NA XXI: 28–37).

36 For ‘children of the house’ see Schiller (1793b: 151–2, cf. Schiller NA XX: 285–87).
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action or the manner in which it is performed—i.e., the appearance or aesthetic aspect of
the action.37

With regards to the beautiful souls—who may, according to Schiller, trust their inclina-
tion since for them, due to the harmony between sensibility and reason, moral demands
do not present themselves as imperatives—Schiller is careful to distinguish these people
from those whose harmony between sensibility and reason is merely accidental. While the
beautiful souls have what Schiller calls practical inclinations (i.e., inclinations that are in
accordance with person’s will), those whose harmony between sensibility and reason is
merely accidental have what Schiller calls pathological inclinations (i.e., natural inclina-
tions) and are not virtuous but rather ‘good-hearted’ or have ‘virtue born of temperament’
(Schiller 1793b: 158, cf. Schiller NA XX: 294). The latter kind of person has, according to
Schiller, no real moral worth since they have not achieved the harmony through their active
will. The beautiful souls, in contrast to the merely good-hearted, have been in a reflective
state of mind and have actively chosen to act in a certain way rather than simply acting
unreflectively, which shows how central reflection and self-determination is for Schiller’s
notion of moral worth.

Besides having no moral worth, good-hearted people, in contrast to beautiful souls, face
the danger of trusting inappropriate inclinations—a danger that Schiller takes very seriously
and that has been a principal reason for him to adopt the Kantian rational rigorism to the
extent that he does. Despite the theoretical differences between Kant and Schiller, Schiller
is well aware that we are not born virtuous and that we need thorough training and possibly
tough measures to aim at virtue in real-life. Schiller is by no means telling us to succumb to
any sensual drives.38 When inclinations have not been trained through the force of moral
imperatives, Schiller explains, taste (which determines our inclinations) and beauty (to
which all inclinations ultimately tend), or love to an even greater extent,39 might deceive
people to believe they act morally, when actually they merely follow the attractiveness of

37 Beiser (2005) refers here to Schiller (1793b: 136, 149, cf. Schiller NA XX: 267 and 283).

38 For truly rigorist, almost Kantian remarks see, e.g., Schiller (1793b: 157, cf. Schiller NA XX: 292 or
(NA XXI: 27).

39 See Schiller (NA XXI: 24–25), Über die Nothwendigen Grenzen beim Gebrauch schöner Formen.
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superficial beauty.40 This is most explicitly expressed in Schiller’s Über die Nothwendigen
Grenzen beim Gebrauch schöner Formen 1795 (Schiller NA XXI: 3–27), that contains crucial
qualifications with regards to the quality of beauty on the one hand and sentiments on the
other. There, Schiller makes a clear distinction between ‘common beauty’ and true beauty
(Schiller NA XXI: 13). Schiller explains that in achieving a judgement of ‘common beauty’,
the ‘common judge’ has not achieved the harmony between sensibility and understanding
that is necessary for judgement of true beauty.41

This disharmony between sensibility and understanding, similar to the disharmony
involved in dignity, is, in fact, what Schiller believes most people can only realise. Full
harmony, as I have mentioned above, is an ideal rather than a state of mind that human
beings can easily achieve. And thus, as Schiller himself admits, it is psychologically very de-
manding to achieve and would not really be humanly possible or even unqualifiedly morally
required (Schiller 1793b: 154 and 179–192, cf. Schiller NA XX: 289–90 and 360–75).42 For
this reason, Schiller admits, one first needs to follow the dictates of practical reason before
one becomes a beautiful soul and can then trust one’s inclinations, not all of which may, as
Schiller also concedes, be permeable to moral training.43 The training required, is however,
not targeted at subordinating the sense-drive under the form-drive (as we would have it
in Kant) but rather at cultivating our reflective abilities with regards to bringing the two
drives into equal harmony. Given that our learning-process takes time, this higher aim
might need some prior command of one’s actions and thus Schiller is not disinclined to
admit that there is some value in having practical rationality determine our actions until
we have reached that more developed state of mind.

Having said this and taking into account Schiller’s attempt not to give practical ra-
tionality a licence to autocratic dominance, it seems safe to say that the moral value of
actions is constitutively andmotivationally based on practical reason alone and Schiller only
wants to take sentiments and aesthetic value into account when assessing the phenomenal

40 Schiller highlights this when he talks about the ‘mask of innocence’ (“Maske der Unschuld”) that some
people might have whilst acting ‘tyrannically’ either exclusively from reason or exclusively from desire
(NA XXI: 22).

41 On this issue also see Schiller (1794: 117–9, cf. Schiller NA XX: 363–64, Letter 17: 2–3).

42 For relation between Kant’s ‘holy will’ and Schiller’s ‘beautiful soul’ see Beiser (2005: 185).

43 On this requirement to train one’s inclinations see Beiser (2005: 117), Schiller (NA XXI: 15–21, 32) and
Schiller (1793b: 155–58, cf. Schiller NA XX: 289–93).
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implications of actions as well as with regards to the moral value of the person considered as
a person rather than merely as an agent so as to propose a virtue-based normative standard
rather than a merely action-based one. As it is the person who is confronted with the
phenomenal appearance of actions as well as with the urges of desires and feelings rather
than the action itself, the place where aesthetic demands have a grip is how persons perceive
and are perceived. That is, it is within the mind as a whole that the demands of sentiments
and reason need to be harmonised with each other rather than merely in the practical will,
performed action, or within the laws of practical rationality, narrowly speaking. The term
‘moral’ in Schiller’s writings is, therefore, ambiguous and could refer to different notions of
the wilful action or to the state of mind—a problem that I will discuss in more detail in
sections 5 and 6.

Once that harmony in the mind is achieved (as is the case in what Schiller calls the
‘children of the house’), the laws of practical rationality would simply satisfy aesthetic
demands and would conceptually still remain noumenal laws of practical rationality that
justify andmotivatemoral action and phenomenally appear to be in harmonywith them. Yet,
as long as that harmony between the demands of practical rationality and those of sensibility
is not present in the mind, moral imperatives play as important a role as aesthetic education
does so as not to be fooled or tempted by the superficial comfort and attractiveness of
common beauty or mere personal preferences characteristic of the Kantian ‘agreeable’. The
two trainings (moral and aesthetic) go together and need to be implemented imperatively
until the harmony is achieved. We thereby not only have to fulfil moral imperatives, but
also aesthetic ones (i.e., aesthetic obligations);44 and their going easily together hand in
hand only appears once both are sufficiently trained so as to match with one another or
rather, so as to stimulate one another.

As long as that is not achieved (which seems to be the default, as certainly no sane person
would proclaim themselves to be ‘children of the house’ or fully virtuous minds), our actions
remain justifiable and to be motivated by the laws of practical rationally largely devoid
of that desirable inclusion of sentiments that is expressive of a virtuous mind. In those
cases we still operate with a conception of practical rationality that appears very Kantian
in that it forces us to overcome our contrary inclinations rather than demanding a more

44 On the duty-character of beauty, see Schiller (1793b: 133, cf. Schiller NA XX: 264 (original italics)): “I refer
to beauty in appearances as a duty because the demand for it in the subject is found in reason itself and is
therefore universal and necessary. I refer to a former duty, because the senses have already passed judgement
before understanding begins its work”.
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egalitarian harmonious interrelationship. Along with such a narrower conception of practi-
cal rationality, the aesthetic demands need to be satisfied on their own account through
aesthetic training and independent efforts (or even additional aesthetic occupations) until
one manages to bring both together. In Schiller’s own words:

Where the moral feeling finds satisfaction, the aesthetic feeling does not wish to be reduced,
and the correspondence with an idea may not sacrifice any of the appearance. Thus, however
rigorously reason demands an ethical expression, the eye demands beauty just as persistently.
Since both demands are made of the same object, although they come from different
courts of judgement, satisfaction for both must be found in the same source. The frame
of mind in which the human being is most able to fulfil his moral purpose must permit
the type of expression that is also most advantageous for him as simple appearance. In
other words, moral capacity must reveal itself through grace. (Schiller 1793b: 144–145,
cf. Schiller NA XX: 277)

So, as long as we are not able to bring both together through action and act gracefully, acting
with dignity (where we perform the moral action in spite of contrary inclinations) will
reveal our moral commitment while at the same time show that we have not yet achieved
the full harmony within our minds. A distinction between the moral worth of our actions
and that of our state of mind is to be maintained as long as we have not managed to bring
them fully in line with one another. I think that Schiller’s notions of grace and dignity try
to capture that distinction.

Yet, there are some complications regarding this distinction between the moral value of
actions and that of the person. As just mentioned, from a purely rational point of view,
grace and dignity seem to be on equal footing. They both satisfy the demands of practical
rationality. Nevertheless, it is not that easy to conclude from this that an action’s moral
worth does not increase when appearing graceful rather than dignified. Why would an
action that conforms to aesthetic demands not be a morally better one than one that does
not? Here Schiller appears reluctant to give up the dichotomy between the noumenal and
the phenomenal realms too quickly—more is needed to achieve that; and Schiller does,
as I try to argue with this paper, go that extra mile. For, what is certain from Schiller’s
explanations is that a person (rather than the mere action) has achieved a higher degree
of perfection or virtue when acting with grace rather than merely with dignity since the
demands of sensibility are not perceived as a constraint on the person’s freedom. The
harmony between the rational and aesthetic demands within the mind is more advanced
and thus more self-determined when actions are performed gracefully rather than with
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dignity, for dignity designates a disharmony between sensibility and practical reason.

5 Grace and dignity—and the scope of moral virtue

The controversial issue here is about what exactly moral virtue consists in, i.e., whether
moral virtue (that is, the moral value of the person) is a moral standard understood in
terms of mere practical rationality (and thus assessable in light of motives or actions) or
whether it is a more inclusive and holistic anthropological standard that includes not only
how we determine what practical rationality and moral motives or actions are but also
what human beings are or should be. The holistic anthropological normative standard
would include criteria regarding the general well being of the person and thus aim at
the satisfaction of the demands of sensibility, going further than the mere satisfaction of
the moral imperatives derived from mere practical rationality. If moral virtue were to be
understood in the holistic anthropological sense, Schiller would have actively included the
demand for harmony between the principles of practical rationality and the demands of
desires, sentiments, and inclination in his moral theory. The satisfaction of desires would
thereby literally be (or rather become) a moral demand. Practical rationality would then
simply extend its scope so as to include the demand to harmonise the sentiments with
the other rational considerations of practical rationality. Aesthetic demands would then
become aesthetic reasons for action (not merely instrumental ones as in Kant’s account but
rather constitutive ones) and thus be part of what practical rationality means. Acting with
dignity would then collapse into acting gracefully since the satisfaction of sensual desires
is construed as a genuine moral demand in a wider anthropological sense (i.e., not simply
moralised or subordinated by the narrower conception of practical rationality).

If, however, moral virtue were to be understood in the narrower sense that includes
merely the satisfaction of the demands of practical rationality devoid of sensibility, Schiller’s
call for the consideration of desires and inclinations would create a different conception
of virtue or perfection that contains two independent, yet equally important demands
for human perfection: an aesthetic one and a moral one. In this case acting with dignity
would only satisfy one of the two constitutive parts of perfection, making grace the higher
achievement since grace would satisfy both constitutive parts of virtue or human perfection.

It is debatable which of the two notions of moral virtue Schiller actually defends. The
fundamental difference between the two would be whether the satisfaction of aesthetic
demands is to be considered to be a moral imperative (in the wider anthropological sense) or
merely an aesthetic imperative in addition to a narrowly construed sense of moral demands.
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Paul Guyer (2006) interprets Schiller in the second way since he emphasises the distinction
between Kant and Schiller by highlighting that Schiller’s ‘grace’ is not morally better but
rather merely aesthetically better than ‘dignity’. Guyer (2006: 194, original italics) writes:
“For Schiller, that complete attunement of principle and feeling that expresses itself in grace
is indeed an imperative, but an aesthetic demand rather than a strictly moral demand”.45

Guyer also notes that Kant’s mature position on human virtue requires that our inclination
must, morally speaking rather than aesthetically speaking, conform to the demands of
practical rationality. And thus Guyer concludes that Kant has thereby integrated the
aesthetic realm into the moral one to a greater extent than Schiller has.

Considering the moral value of an action or motive, independently of Schiller’s theory of
the moral value of the person, Guyer may well be right to say that grace is merely aesthetically
and not morally better than dignity. Yet, including Schiller’s thoughts about the perfection
of the person, it would seem odd were Schiller not to extend the scope of moral demands and
make it a moral requirement (in a wider sense) to achieve the highest human perfection, i.e.,
the harmony between the demands of rationality and the agent’s inclinations. Why would
morality require a human condition that is imperfect in that it falls short of harmonising
the two fundamental human aspects? It would rather seem more plausible were grace to be
morally better than dignity due to having transformed an aesthetic demand into a moral
one by virtue of increasing the moral value of the person who acts with grace. This would
only work when the scope of moral virtue (and practical rationality along with it) were
extended so as to endorse (and not merely subordinate) aesthetic demands.

A recent interpretation of Schiller’s thoughts by Samantha Matherne and
Nick Riggle (2020, 2021) that deserves much more analysis than I can offer here suggests
that: “Aesthetic values give us reason to act not because they are values connected to
achievement in an aesthetic practice. Aesthetic values give us reasons to act because we
have reason to achieve the ideal of humanity” (Matherne and Riggle 2021: 38). While
I could not agree more to the second quoted sentence, I wonder whether the ‘ideal of
humanity’ referred to there and that Matherne and Riggle (2020) substantiate as relying
on the freedom that the active play-drive provides (i.e., the kind of freedom present in
the aesthetic condition, as I have already described above) is to be understood as a moral
ideal or as an aesthetic ideal; or whether it should not rather be seen as an ideal that
results from transcending the moral/aesthetic dichotomy (or merging the two realms, to

45 Guyer here refers to Schiller’s (1793b: 144–5, Schiller NAXX: 276): “the eye demands beauty as persistently”.
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use a less contentious relation). Achieving the ideal of humanity could, as a result, be
an achievement in an aesthetic practice in a wider sense (namely, the practice of human
self-determination in the sense of the play-drive uniting the sense-drive and form-drive
in reflective self-determinability). Matherne and Riggle (2021) seem to point to a similar
direction when elaborating on Schiller’s notion of political freedom that can, as they argue
in detail, only be achieved by means of aesthetic value. Aesthetic value thereby clearly
becomes a political value and, surely, a moral one while still maintaining or even enhancing
rather than losing or reducing it’s characteristics as an aesthetic value.

This mutual enhancement of both value domains simultaneously is, as I understand
it, what the play-drive is there for, which should be reflected in the conception of what
moral virtue consists of. Depending on how we interpret Schiller’s term ‘should’, Schiller
can be read to aim at a moral requirement to satisfy the demands of one’s sentiments and
inclinations when he writes: “humans not only may, but should combine enjoyment with
duty” (Schiller 1793b: 149, cf. Schiller NA XX: 283). The use of the term ‘should’ is, I would
argue, more than an aesthetic demand and points to a moral demand, or at least a practical
one. A solution to this problem would need to disambiguate some of Schiller’s terminology
so as to make the distinction between demands of practical reason on the one hand and
moral demands (in various possible narrower or wider senses) on the other, more evident.

Yet, before embarking on such conceptual differentiations it should be noted that the
problem might be a totally artificial one and might, in fact only be due to some ambiguity
about the meaning of grace and dignity. For, considering Schiller’s claim that the highest
human perfection is not grace but both, grace and dignity, it seems rather misguided to
ask whether grace is morally better than dignity and, concomitantly, which of the kinds
of freedom that these concepts rely on points to Schiller’s notion of moral virtue. Instead,
we should rather look for that kind of freedom that characterise their combination, as
expressed here:

If grace, supported by architectonic beauty, and dignity, supported by strength, are united

in the same person, then the expression of humanity is complete in that person, and he
stands there, justified in the world of spirit and affirmed in appearance. The two legislations
are in such close contact here that their boundaries flow together. (Schiller 1793b: 163,
cf. Schiller NA XX: 300–301)

While the last sentence of that quote clearly points towards merging the aesthetic and moral
realms (or transcending a strict dichotomy), Käte Hamburger (1956: 393) has criticised
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Schiller for combining grace and dignity in this way. For, given the opposite nature of
these two concepts, such a combination seems impossible. How could human perfection
contain both a harmony between sensibility and reason and a conflict between sensibility
and reason? The problem is widely discussed. Beiser (2005), for instance, suggests that grace
and dignity can be present in one person, though not at the same time or in one action—i.e.,
the one person can possess grace and dignity successively rather than simultaneously.46 In
normal circumstances the person should aim at grace, whereas in tragic circumstances they
should aim at dignity. This solution takes account of Schiller’s claim that “humans should do
everything with grace that can be carried out within humanity, and everything with dignity
that requires going beyond humanity” (Schiller 1793b: 162, cf. Schiller NA XX: 299). In
other words, those actions whose graceful performance requires emotional abilities that
are greater than what can reasonably be expected from humans should be performed with
dignity, whereas those actions whose graceful performance can reasonably be expected
from humans should be performed with grace, i.e., with supporting emotional engagement.
Giving dignity and grace their respective moral function and value depending on the
context within which the agent acts, would save Schiller’s theory from overly idealised
moral demands that only moral saints would be able to satisfy.

Yet, KennethWilcox (1981: 118–121) criticises this succession-interpretation and appeals
to a passage that rather suggests the simultaneous presence of grace and dignity in a fully
virtuous person: “it is not grace, nor is it dignity, which speaks to us from the superb
countenance of a Juno Ludovisi; it is neither the one nor the other because it is both at once”
(Schiller 1794: 109, cf. Schiller NAXX: 359). Wilcox explains that the simultaneous presence
of grace and dignity is possible through a spiralling dialectical relationship between the
two. The idea is that a person starts off with sentiments towards a given perception that
are then dominated by reason, thus giving rise to dignity. Our inclination adapts to this in
a way that brings the sentiments and the demands of rationality into harmony, which turns
dignity into grace. This mutually stimulating ‘free play’ of our ‘sense-drive’ and ‘form-drive’,
as Schiller would call the interplay between matter or sentiments and spirit or reason is
repeated for each new perception. Each new perception turns grace back into dignity since
we are challenged with new experiences, which stimulates the form-drive (reason) and the

46 Wiese (1959: 465–66) supports this succession (rather than simultaneity) interpretation.
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sense-drive (sensibility) to seek harmony by determining each other.47 Wilcox (1981: 65)
explains this reciprocal determination by saying that the rational mind, i.e., the moral
law, determines or forms our material nature (i.e., our inclinations) and thereby produces
dignity; and subsequently our inclinations determine the rational mind by providing the
object of application of the moral law, through which grace emerges. Moreover, such a
spiralling dialectic, Wilcox (1981: 65, and chapter 5) argues, accounts for the fact that,
according to Schiller, the demands of rationality that dignity involves remain imperatives
until habit makes one act gracefully. Thus, Wilcox’s interpretation maintains the virtually
unachievable normative standard as an ideal and thereby gives room for moral progress
rather than prematurely settling for a lower normative level.

Although this dialectic does seem to involve an alternating succession of grace and dignity
rather than their simultaneity, Wilcox (1981: 123) explains that ultimately (though this is
a mere ideal) they are actually simultaneous since our action is constitutively determined
by our reason (hence dignity) but regulatively appears as free (hence grace). As already
alluded to above, the difference between constitutive and regulative principles of cognition
is fundamental to Kant’s and Schiller’s accounts of cognition and distinguishes between
what determines the conceptual content of the action and what determines the way we
reflect on it when perceived in the phenomenal world, respectively.48 Thus, seen from what
moral action consists in (demands of practical rationality) it appears as dignity since it
involves the demand to bring our sentiments in line with reason, whereas seen from how
moral action appears to the eye (or rather to intra- as well as inter-personal sensation in
general), it appears as grace since the harmony between sentiments and practical rationality
that would ideally be present allows us to ‘read’ freedom into such actions. An action that
practical rationality demands of us appears dominated by reason and thus effortful, whereas
an action that practical rationality demands of us and that is backed by our inclination
appears effortless and thus graceful.49 Both, however, are supposed to express a kind of
freedom, the freedom of moral self-determination. In contrast to dignity, however, grace

47 See Schiller (1793b: 158, cf. Schiller NA XX: 294): “the beautiful soul, then, must, in emotion, change into
a sublime soul” / “Die Schöne Seele muss sich also im Affect in eine erhabene verwandeln”.

48 For a discussion on the importance of distinguishing the Kantian regulative and constitutive principles of
cognition in order to disambiguate Kant’s and Schiller’s aesthetic and moral demands, see Plato 2018.

49 For Schiller’s detailed aesthetic-physiognomic descriptions of actions guided by pure inclination, pure
reason, or by a more harmonious interplay of the two see Schiller (1793b: 147–48, 159, 163–4, cf. Schiller
NA XX: 281, 296, 301 respectively). Also see Deligiorgi 2006, Gaulthier 1997 and Plato (2018: 186–200).
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even appears free to the eye (or to sensation in general) since the effortless performance
gives us the impression that the whole person rather than merely practical rationality is
self-determined.

6 Conclusion: the ‘aesthetic condition’ as the highest degree

of (moral) self-determination—and as justification of

aesthetic obligations

These interpretative challenges regarding the precise relationship between grace and dig-
nity and their status within Schiller’s moral theory should not detract from Schiller’s
unambiguous claim that the highest perfection of humanity is what he calls the ‘aes-
thetic condition’ that denotes “real and active determinability” (Schiller 1794: 141–3,
cf. Schiller NA XX: 375, Letter 20: 4). It is thus more likely that it is there that the simul-
taneity of grace and dignity is to be found rather than at some lower-level and action-based
moral condition where the two might, indeed, be present successively rather than simulta-
neously. The aesthetic condition is, according to Schiller, a “state of pure determinability”
in which “sense and reason are both active at the same time” and in which the human
being can play freely with the determining elements of the form-drive and the infinite
content of the sense-drive. Thus in the aesthetic condition the two drives stimulate and
limit each other so as to maintain the “unlimited determinability”. It is a reflective state of
mind that does not need to actually settle for a determining action or theoretical cognition
(Schiller 1794: 141–3, cf. Schiller NA XX: 375, Letter 20: 3–4). In other words, it is a reflec-
tive state of mind in which the human being has the resources of sensibility and rationality
available before action actually takes place—and, alas, also before theoretical cognition can
provide us knowledge so that it probably just falls short of being a cognitive hypothetical
test-run of potential courses of action or a cognitive equilibrium between their rational
framework and sensual effects.50 In its purity, this state of mind is unachievable for us
human beings, which is why it may serve as a regulative principle of cognition only, i.e.,
an ideal that secures the highest level normative standard to which we aspire and thereby

50 Comparing that state of mind with conceptions of the original position of, e.g., John Rawls might be a
fruitful excursion, especially regarding the question what it is that we reflect with and/or on, given that
theoretical cognition and practical determination are not supposed to be settled in that state of mind.
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actively keep being open and receptive rather than settling for determining thought or
action.

In this mental condition the person is, therefore, still free to choose between following
their inclinations, whether or not they conform to the moral demands and following the
demands of practical rationality and thus act with dignity. This freedom of choice before
action takes place is the highest possible freedom, since the laws of practical rationality
are not yet determining; and the person can freely envision or contemplate the course
of action independently of inclinations and the demands of practical rationality. Merely
following one’s inclinations would be being determined by nature, acting with dignity
would be merely following moral demands determined by reason, acting with grace would
be being determined by a state of harmony between inclinations and practical reason,
which, however, still is a particular determination. Having the choice between these three
options is being free, i.e., self-governed. It is determinability rather than determination. This
wide notion and high-level (all-things-considered) self-determinability is what Schiller
considers the perfection of humanity and that aesthetic training leads us to. In his own
words:

And nothing more is achieved by it [aesthetic culture] than that he [the human being]
is henceforth enabled by the grace of Nature to make of himself what he will—that the
freedom to be what he ought to be is completely restored to him. (Schiller 1794: 147,
cf. Schiller NA XX: 377–78, Letter 21: 4)

This self-determinability is the freedom to choose to act freely rather than merely the
freedom to act according to the laws of practical rationality. It is thus a kind of freedom
that describes the determinable mind rather than the determining action. We see that both
kinds of freedom can, of course, be evaluated from a moral point of view. There is no reason
to exempt the aesthetic condition from being evaluated morally—except when we actually
are in that state, i.e., when, by definition, we do not make determining moral judgements
but rather let the play-drive play. While such a moral evaluation of the aesthetic condition
requires conceptual care so as not to confuse the different objects of moral assessment, we
see that this aesthetic condition leads us to an aesthetically constitutive determination of
moral virtue (i.e., a characterisation of the highest perfection of the human mind) rather
than to a merely regulative principle of cognition or a determination of courses of action.
This, I would say, is themost important step that Schiller makes beyond Kant’s own thoughts
as it conceptualises moral virtue from the point of view of an anthropological freedom
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that includes aesthetic demands (along with virtually all other normative categories that
a play-drive can get hold of) rather than from the point of view of a freedom defined in
terms of mere practical rationality.

This further step is most explicit when highlighting that Schiller’s notion of the aesthetic
condition is a different state of mind from the beautiful soul. Beautiful souls belong to those
who act gracefully rather than those who have the freedom to make of themselves what they
wish. Similarly, graceful actions and those with dignity are different from ‘good-natured’
ones since they are self-chosen and thereby involve the person’s will, or what Schiller
also calls active determination rather than the passive determination that good-natured
actions have (Schiller 1794: 141, cf. Schiller NA XX: 374–75, Letter 20: 4).51 This active self-
determination is what counts when judging not only the moral status of a person but also
their aesthetic appearance since only actions that appear free and that are expressive of the
person’s character justify a positive aesthetic judgement of the person.

The possibility of aesthetic determinability before an action is performed is therefore
crucial in order to determine which path of action is practically rational and thus morally
valuable in that sense. Without the possibility of assessing the aesthetic corollary of a particu-
lar action before that action is performed, the practical determination is less self-determined
than it is when we include that aesthetic assessment. I understand Schiller’s notion of
the aesthetic condition to provide room for that kind of extended self-determination that
allows human beings not only to reflect on the aesthetic implications of potential actions
but also—and most importantly—to determine the kind of freedom that they think consti-
tutively determines their own conceptual framework with which they wish to be conceived
of.

However laudable morally worthy and aesthetically pleasurable actions may be, wilfully
choosing to act gracefully assumes that the agent has achieved the aesthetic condition
before actually acting. Such condition is, however, a mere aesthetic ideal. So, while
actively choosing to act in a certain way from the aesthetic condition and thereby actively
determining one’s moral performance may be demanding too much from most human
beings, this aesthetic ideal, nevertheless, provides not only a regulative principle of cognition
that helps us to perceive and assess actions and persons within a normative framework, but
also gives human beings the possibility to constitutively determine that very normative
framework rather than being subject to an ulterior or lower-level normative framework.

51 Also see Beiser (2005: 154).
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This extends to scope of self-determination from mere practical rationality to a more
holistic kind of self-determination that does not compete with practical rationality but
that takes the inner and outer sensual aspects of actions and their implications for one’s
personality and for all those affected on board in order to define the particular content of
what practical rationality means in the concrete and phenomenal everyday world of actual
human beings.

Extending the scope and concrete content of practical rationality in that way transforms
the demands of sensibility into being genuine requirements of practical rationality in
that extended sense. Moral virtue (even in the extended sense) is thereby still motivated
and justified by the laws of practical rationality. Yet, and this is the crux of the matter,
what the scope and content of that practical rationality is in a concrete and particular
situation for a particular person in a particular context will be more than moral imperatives
devoid of its intra- and interpersonal sensual implications. For, by including a requirement
to satisfy aesthetic demands by way of extending the scope of practical rationality, we
may have transformed the content of aesthetic demands into practical (rather than merely
contemplative) demands; yet, we have not thereby transformed or dropped their source of
normative justification, namely the self-determinability. This kind of self-determinability has
not been reduced to a practical demand in the narrow sense of practical rationality (as one
might interpret Kant to have done)52. Rather, it has become a demand of that extended
sense of practical rationality that, by virtue of having taken the aesthetic demands on board,
has been enhanced by gaining new constitutive elements. The extended sense of practical
rationality thereby embraces rather than subordinates the aesthetic self-determinability.

As already emphasised, the self-determinability called for by the play-drive demands

52 As I argue in Plato 2017, Kant’s theory may well suggest that moral and aesthetic normativity share their
source in virtue of both relying on internal objective purposiveness (which is the more technical way
to describe the relevant notion of self-determinability) as a constitutive and as a regulative principle of
cognition, respectively. Schiller, in that terminology, would simply have extended the scope of the object by
making the regulative principle of cognition party constitutive of what moral virtue is. The conceptual
distinction between internal objective purposiveness as a regulative principle of cognition for aesthetic
judgements and internal objective purposiveness as a constitutive one for moral judgements is maintained;
yet, we can now distinguish two senses of ‘moral judgement’: one that does incorporate the aesthetic
self-determinability of the aesthetic condition as a constitutive part of practical rationality, i.e., of moral
value and one that does not. While it is difficult to see where the former might fit into Kant’s theory (at
best perhaps as the ideal of beauty that serves as a mere symbol of the morally good), Schiller’s theory
accommodates both notions of practical rationality.
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determinability rather than determination. Were the normative source of that demand to
be transformed into a practical source rather than maintaining its aesthetic source we
would lose the specific aesthetic quality of that determinability. Practical normativity
can only provide determinability in terms of forcing us to determine a particular way
or (as we are talking about determinability rather than determination) force us not to
determine at all and thus be prescriptive and disabling rather than enabling. The material
content would be fixed or (if we really aim at determinability rather than determination)
empty rather than determinable; i.e., we would have lost or dropped the material content
rather than having kept it as a determinable resource. As the already cited quote suggests:
we “would have drawn from under [our] feet the ladder of nature” (Schiller 1794: 87,
cf. Schiller NA XX: 377, Letter 13: 3). So, given that the self-determinability called for by
the play-drive is unique to aesthetic normativity and given that the extended scope of moral
virtue (i.e., the extended sense of practical rationality) includes that self-determinability,
the practical demands that follow from that extended notion of practical rationality are
partly constituted by aesthetic normativity.

This combination of aesthetic and practical normativity is the justification of aesthetic
obligations. Aesthetic obligations are obligations that have an aesthetic content and source
of normativity and that secure their practical applicability in virtue of being partly consti-
tutive of what moral virtue and practical rationality is considered to be. The scope of both,
the aesthetic and the moral demands has thereby been enhanced rather than one having
been subordinated under the other. This fits perfectly with what Schiller considers the play-
drive to provide and explains how the strict noumenal/phenomenal and aesthetic/moral
dichotomies have been transcended without losing conceptual distinctness.

While taking the concrete and particular sensual aspects on board renders moral de-
mands less abstract and more tangible, and while it might comfort us to conceive of
ourselves as free (in ideal circumstances) to determine as what we wish to be conceived of
and perceived, we should not underestimate the normative weight that this adds to our
responsibility. Giving us the freedom to determine as what we want to be conceived of
and thereby giving us the power to determine the normative framework within which we
wish to assess our actions as well as our own personhood can be (and has been) misused all
too easily. It therefore comes with the added responsibility to train our faculties so as to
make good judgements—not merely practically but also aesthetically and not merely for us
as isolated individuals but rather for us as members of a social community, i.e., where the
potentials and limits of individual self-determinability depend on the self-determinability
of all those we interact with.
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Doing justice to our own power of judgement is a challenge that Schiller is well aware
of and about which he is optimistic that we can achieve; and he provides an abundance of
thoughts of how we can do so, especially through aesthetic culture. Yet, as this freedom
implies that there is no one except us to make sure we use that freedom appropriately, this
requires us to actually employ it and (for better or worse) experience and learn from our
particular determinations as we go along—and so we have done and will continue to do.

7 The prospects of aesthetic obligations

Considering what the current conceptions of basic human rights are, we see that the focus
on liberal individualism and the modern notion of human dignity enshrined in various
national and international human rights declarations may well have been and continues
to be an attempt to materialise a normative framework of which Schiller’s notion of the
aesthetic condition would be an ideal vision. This vision, as I understand it, would be a
normative framework whose constitutive and determining elements are not merely laws
of practical rationality that lack any interdependence-relation to how they have been and
will be phenomenally experienced by those who have been or will be affected by them.
Rather, the elements of such an ideal normative framework are laws that emerge and change
along with the multitude and plurality of lived and anticipated experiences. Such laws
thereby not only remain open to development but also help us to actively develop them and
recognise their real-life applicability by regulating our experiences that support such openness
while at the same time give sufficient normative guidance so as to prevent constant flux or
arbitrariness.

While the open nature of such a normative framework may appear to lack the guidance
we need (as the Kantian rigorism that even Schiller considers valid to some extent suggests),
normative materialisations whose laws may appear more evidently guiding would also be
ideologically narrower, more rigid and thus tend to meet with more resistance or require
a more deterministic conception of human nature—a feature that Schiller seems to have
recognised in Kant’s theory where the aesthetic self-determinability remains a regulative
principle of cognition rather than, as I have interpreted Schiller in this paper, as becoming
constitutive of a wider notion of practical rationality itself. To avoid having restrictions on
human freedom that a Kantian conception of practical rationality imposes, the guidance
that a Schillerian normative framework provides, therefore, focuses on cultivating our
skills towards achieving full self-determinability. More determined normative systems
that provide closer guidance would only be justified to the extent that they serve the aim
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of achieving full self-determinability, i.e., if they include aesthetic self-determinability as
constitutive part of their final end. Preventing us from doing so by forcing us to accept
aims that fall short of it for the sake of more determined ends would prevent higher degrees
of self-determinability from the outset.

I understand Schiller’s notion of the aesthetic condition and his attempt to convince us
that this condition is what will enable us to correctly conceive of human perfection as a
call for cultivating openness (within the bounds of natural and practical necessities that we
necessarily carry with us) so that we can make self-determining and enabling rather than
prescriptive and disabling use of our freedom. This is what I think is the responsibility that
Schiller’s thoughts point to. This freedom (and thus the responsibility not to misuse it or
feel lost within it) justifies aesthetic obligations that will secure a normative rather than an
arbitrary, biased, or superficial assessment of how we make use of our freedom and of how
normative demands affect us. Aesthetic obligations therefore are a necessary additional tool
to assess the appropriateness of our practical (i.e., moral and legal) normative frameworks.
These practical normative frameworks would simply not point to the highest possible
conception of human freedom if aesthetic obligations were ignored.

Cashing out what aesthetic culture and thus aesthetic obligations concretely mean for
current moral and legal frameworks requires tapping into many debates across a multitude
of disciplines and sub-disciplines. I thus think of aesthetic obligations to have, broadly
speaking, a regulatory function that helps us recognise legal injustices or that tell us to,
e.g., enact and follow only those laws that have an acceptable relation to how they have
been or will be experienced by those affected by them, rather than laws that merely follow
other less open logical, ideological or purely practical reasoning. I also think of aesthetic
obligations as a tool to secure a high degree of awareness towards conceptual, narrative,
and experiential diversity and accessibility (e.g., enhanced moral and political education
through the arts or enhanced legal mediation would be the most basic requirements)53 or
as a tool to secure openness to moral, political and legal development. The widely discussed
liberal requirement that moral and legal frameworks need to be open to interpretation
and to a plurality of divergent justificatory backgrounds that nevertheless lead to a shared
normative practical result may, thus, benefit from an analysis of aesthetic judgements
and aesthetic obligations as this liberal tenet forces us to be flexible with regards to the
conceptualisations not only of our terminology but also of how practical imperatives and

53 For a recent characterisation of the potential of art for political discourse, see Simoniti 2021.
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their implementations are framed and related to the lived or anticipated experiences of all
those affected.54

If we wished to protect the kind of self-determinability and reflective potential that
Schiller’s aesthetic condition characterises, we would have aesthetic obligations towards
our conception of human dignity, i.e., towards making good conceptions of what we
want to be conceived of as persons and individuals within our spiritual, natural and social
environment. Incorporating these aesthetic obligations into our moral and legal frameworks
and institutions (and I think we already do so without explicitly naming it as an aesthetic
practice or obligation)55 could help us secure that level of self-determinability and also
recognise when it would be or has been violated. We could then have more resources to not
only to recognise and express our disagreement but also additional justificatory resources
to morally and at best even legally condemn and sanction normative frameworks that do
not guarantee or respect that level of self-determinability.

On the other hand, the fact that we are talking about an aesthetic normative tool,
will, as described above, make us aware of our limits in terms of our natural and practical
make-up. We may well have the freedom (and did so in the past) to be self-determined
and thus make, endorse, and practically demand highly elaborate cultural and possibly
fanciful ideals; but aesthetic normativity also means that our selves—i.e., our sensible and
rational nature—provides us with limits as to what each of these domains can force us
to accept. We need not and we also must not follow normative demands that violate the
well-balanced interplay between our sensual and our rational abilities; not even for the sake
of the purity or coherence of other ideological visions that humans have always been able to
come up with and have even implemented on cultures (partly by misusing aesthetic means)
without much regard towards respecting the individual’s self-determinability. Cashing
out particular aesthetic obligations that help moral and legal frameworks respect those
limits of our human nature rather than letting them venture freely into overly theoretical,
religiously or secularly motivated ideologies could help us maintain more humane practical
demands. These would be geared towards the open development of life and the plurality
of facets rather than towards remote or artificial ideals that lose sight of certain (often
unintended or unconsidered) corollaries of contingently taken decisions or habits that have

54 See, e.g., Dworkin’s (1986) interpretivism or Rawls’ (1993) overlapping consensus, to name just two
prominent protagonists besides the well-known ‘law and literature’ movement and its many facets.

55 For an argument in that direction see Plato 2020.
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either always been or have become unbearable in certain aspects as life proceeded.
Whatever concrete aesthetic obligations could be elaborated (and I hope to do so in

forthcoming papers), we can already see that Schiller provides the justificatory resources to
proclaim an aesthetic obligation to read freedom into human beings.56 Considering certain
historical and current practices this might already provide a tool that might change our
perception of certain actions or attitudes for the better. It might remind us that we have not
only the power (as individuals and as a society) but also an aesthetic duty to perceive things
differently than what certain conceptions or habits might suggest. It may remind us that we
can change more than we think is practically possible. Changing how we look at things and
as what we see them has at least as much power as any practical change that we might think
is called for. Being aware of the aesthetic obligation to do justice not only to a considerate
and responsible perceptual attitude but also to each person’s freedom to choose as what
they want to be seen and thrive, forces us to look more carefully at what particular objects
in general, and individuals in particular, are—which is not only an aesthetic demand but
also a well-established moral one, making us, yet again, aware that the normative domains
may well be conceptually distinct but merge into each other when characterising their
application in real life.

Schiller has recognised this and is, therefore, still relevant for today’s debate on many
levels, including the debates on the interrelationships between normative domains to which
I hope this paper contributes at least the insight that moral virtue can be conceptualised as
being partly constituted by aesthetic normative demands that, as a result, justify aesthetic
obligations. The precise and concrete content of these aesthetic obligations may well have
some principled and universally valid components that should further be spelled out and
that I hope to elaborate in future research. Yet, one of these universally valid components
of aesthetic obligations, namely their normative justification already tells us that much of
their content is particularistic in nature and can be recognised only by actually attending
to and looking at the specifics of particular lives and theoretical preconceptions with an
open mind so as to aim at a Schillerian aesthetic condition that lets the play-drive do its
reflective work. This will most certainly not fail to have an impact on how various people or
cultures conceptualise the justification and practical configuration of aesthetic obligations.

56 In this regard, Matherne and Riggle (2021: 24) mention that “when we embrace the freedom of the other in
this way, Schiller maintains that our relation to the other becomes egalitarian in nature”, which they take
to be the necessary aesthetic condition for the possibility of Schiller’s conception of political freedom.
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The hermeneutic spiral that (surely intentionally) follows from this should not discour-
age us but rather give us hope that even such an open theoretical framework secures the
aesthetic obligation to maintain our high level of self-determinability without surrender-
ing to arbitrariness or losing normative force. Some may perhaps be reluctant to accept
an open-ended hermeneutic spiral at the basis of practical normative frameworks whose
purpose it is to provide guidance and security towards achieving and leading a good life
rather than a call for undetermined open-ended determinability. Yet, we should not forget
that aesthetics (especially when combined with practical rationality so as even to issue
aesthetic obligations) is a normative domain that does provide normative guidance and
protects us from arbitrariness or radical relativism in precisely the sense that all other
alternatives to that Schillerian notion of self-determinability imply that this protection
would be lost to certain degrees and thus either prevent moral progress or assume to have
reached perfection already. Schiller’s thoughts remind us of this and of the need to cultivate
those skills and social interactions that aim towards the ideal of self-determination as
self-determinability rather than at less enabling normative frameworks that may give us
guidance in the meantime but whose idealisation would make us lose sight of our highest
potential of self-determinability.
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